SHOP ONLINE AT BOOKSTORE.UNM.EDU!

Use the code **NSO2020** at checkout

Get **30% off** your entire order of Lobo gift & apparel items totaling $50 or more

Code expires August 18, 2020. Valid for online use at bookstore.unm.edu. May not be used in-store. Code may be used only once per customer.
COURSE MATERIALS

Course materials are **TAX FREE** when purchased with a Lobo ID!

STUDENT BURSAR’S ACCOUNT

up to $750 Fall & Spring
up to $300 Summer

Charge Online & In-store

Fall Accounts Open: July 10, 2020

STUDENTS SAVE MORE WITH:

- Rentals
- Used
- eBooks

INCLUSIVE ACCESS was developed to save you time and money.

Access your ebook or Adaptive Learning Product through UNM Learn on the first day of classes.

Compare our prices to our competitors such as Amazon & Chegg using our DARE TO COMPARE tool. Purchase directly from us or other vendors all from our website.

TECHDEN

**LOW EDUCATION PRICING** with your Lobo ID on computer & tablets!

**ENCORE TRADE IN PROGRAM**

Trade in your used, damaged or outdated electronic devices to earn a UNM Bookstore gift card.

SUPPLIES

All the basics you need for class!

**EXCLUSIVE** Lobo school supplies kits for Art, Architecture & Engineering

GENERAL BOOKS

SAVE 20% on general books everyday with your Lobo ID.

MEDICAL/LEGAL BOOKSTORE

The Medical/Legal Bookstore on north campus specializes in nursing, pharmacy, medicine & law.